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1) Beezie, you're the actual holder of the Fei World Cup Title, who is in your opinion the most 
eligible rider/couple for the final 2014 in Lyon ?
I think the field is incredibly strong and any number of combinations could be successful. 
The World Cup Final requires a lot of endurance so that will be a key factor. Simon has 
definitely proven he can go the distance, but I also think that there are quite a few hot riders 
at the moment: Marcus Ehning, Ludger Beerbaum, Kent Farrington, Patrice Delaveau , and 
Steve Guerdat who has come so close the last 2 years. 

2) This season was full of titles and victories for you and for your highly decorated KWPN 
horse Simon.

  The next appointment is the World Equestrian Games : which are your sensations about the 
next WEG for you and for the team USA?
We are still a bit away from being able to identify our team, but I think Robert Ridland our 
Chef d’Equip is doing a great job managing the selection process. I am happy to be on the 
list for the WEG currently and it is definitely our goal to be choosen for the WEG so we will 
continue to work hard to ensure that we continue to do what we need to do to prepare 
leading up to the games and that we are ready if choosen.

3) In the last edition the organizers have chosen the Top Final Four formula that received very 
different opinions: so much fun for the followers but maybe a bit wearing for the horses, 
which is your opinion about it?
The Final Four of the WEG has been such a tradition and such a crowd pleaser, that it would 
be strange to take it out of the format. I do think that it is a lot of jumping for the horses. I 
liked one of the rider's comments about making the final include only the top 3 riders. That 
way, there is one less round for each horse, and all 3 riders get a medal, they just have to 
duke it out to determine which one.

4) We've seen recently that United States are fastling evolving in an impressive way; very 
talented riders of the next generation like Lucy Davis and Reed Kessler has been presented 
in the excellence circuit.
Which one of these talented riders of the new generation are you following with particular 
interest and why?
I think we have a great next generation of riders up and coming for the US, we have made a 
concerted effort to develop a system in the US to develop young talent. For all of us finding 
the best horses will always be a challenge, but I think both Lucy and Reed have already been 
very good additions to our depth for the team, and I would include Katie Dinan in the same 
category. They all look to be very strong young competitors.

5) Your name is so much appointed from these young riders when someone asks about the 
favourite riders. How do you feel knowing that you're so appreciate and your figure so 
important for the new generation of american riders?
I see it a great honor and it makes me feel very good. I have always taken my responsibility 
of being a role model very seriously. I hope that the young riders see and understand that I 
try to conduct myself as a professionals just maybe not in an office with a desk and that is an 
important part of being a professional rider. As a professional, the quality of your work will 
always shine through. John and I have focused very deliberatly on delivering the best quality 
work that we are capable of while always trying to be better and learn more. I hope that 
example helps others as they work towards their goals.



6) Our media is deepening a theme that for us is so much important: the physiotherapic work 
on a sport horse and we would like to have the opinion of a professional as you are.
In the training program of your horses is it included? If yes, when do you apply and why? 
And which are the most evident benefits you find on the horse after physio?
We do use some methods of therapy. Our horses are checked regularly by a chiropractor. We 
believe in good old fashioned ice for the horses, so we use GameReady for cold therapy 
after the horses jump. We also use a Respond System electromagnetic blanket before and 
sometimes after they compete. I don't think any single one of these therapies are a free ride 
to success, but all together and along with consistent flat work and fitness training, they can 
all help to keep the horse happier and healthier.

7) In the USA is wellknowed and so much appreciated the Ttouch method developed by Linda 
Tellington Jones. Do you know/apply it?
We have heard of this but we don’t know or use it.

8) Has just finished the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, an event increasingly 
appreciated by european riders for the climate and the organization to “winter” ath warm 
temperatures in Florida.
Apart the bad weather condition of the first days everything went in the best way, how did 
you find the WEF 2014?
WEF is alway busy for John and I, but it has been a part of our yearly routine for many 
years. I found this year’s WEF to be long and somewhat exhausting, but luckily it was 
successful for us.

9) When you have to choose a sport horse, which are the characteristics that you evaluate most 
carefully?
We focus very much on athletism, I like a horse with a lot of blood, as we call it and we look 
for a horse with an ability to learn quickly who also has an ablity to reatain what they have 
been taught. We also like a horse with a good work ethic. So, overall, their attitude 
combined with their athletism. 

10) We've seen your other top horse Cortes C: it seems to be “Fast and Furious”, maybe is the 
most agile horse in the international 5* circuit.
Tell us something else about Cortes, and how were the first training sessions with him.
Cortes is a very easy going horse. He is also huge, but probably one of my favorites to ride. 
He just feels great. He actually crosses his front legs when he jumps, which makes him very 
recognizabel as well, kind of a trade mark, I guess. I loved him from the first time I rode him 
and he has always been easy to work with. 


